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This report does not constitute a rating action  

As we roll into our fall Credit Conditions forecasting round, inflation dynamics and the path of 
monetary policy at major central banks remain top of mind. These, in turn, will have a heavy 
influence on our macro-credit surveillance output: the baseline scenario, the narrative, and the 
balance of risks.   

The Story So Far

The inflation story has changed dramatically over the past year and now is arguably a good time 
to take stock of how far we have come in 2022. One conclusion is very clear: many policy makers 
and market economists were late in identifying the persistent component of inflation. In the final 
months of 2021, the debate was still around transitory versus persistent inflation with many 
economists, including ourselves, continuing to torture the data to tease out a plausible 
transitory story. Events have shown clearly that the persistent view was correct: inflation did not 
go away on its own.    

As a result of this inflation shock, the era of central banks struggling to reach their policy targets 
(generally around 2%) from below has come to an end, at least for now. The only exception is 
Japan.   

Chart 1 

Sources: US Federal Reserve, European Central Bank, Bank of Japan, Bank of England, Bank of Canada, 
Reserve Bank of Australia, Bank of Korea. 
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This new inflation reality has left central banks in catch up mode, with a pace of policy rate 
moves unseen in several decades. Chart 1 tracks the policy moves of G20 advanced economy (or 
DM) central banks this year to date.  

We would note the following: 

• The pace of rate hikes has picked up sharply throughout the year. We have seen a
total of 125  basis points of hikes in Q1, 400 in Q2 and 650 in Q3, with the US Federal
Reserve and the Bank of England both meeting later this month, which will almost
certainly push the total higher.

• Japan remains the exception as the only G20 DM central bank that has not raised 
rates this year and t he ECB is the only central bank that did not raise rates in H1. 

• Incremental, 25 basis point, hikes dominant in Q1 have given way to more aggressive 
policy rate hikes in recent quarters (see Chart  2). 50 , or even 75, is t he new 25.

Chart 2 

Source: Author’s calculations.

Where does this leave us? 

Sequential inflation shows some signs of peaking across the advanced economies, although 
year on year rates continue to rise in some places. Also, the drop in petroleum prices has 
helped to moderate non-core inflation,   

Judging by recent policy speeches by senior central bankers, policy rates will continue to 
rise. This should continue until inflation turns decisively downward and expectations are well 
on their way toward re-anchoring near target rates. Importantly, given the forecasting miss 
over the past two years, we expect central banks to err on the bold side in terms of rate 
moves, so the recent pattern of above 25 basis point moves is like to persist for longer. 

Which leaves us with the outlier: Japan. As noted recently by my colleague Louis Kuijs, the 
Bank of Japan is unlikely to raise rates any time soon and we expect powerful structural forces 
in Japan to bring inflation back down below 2% in 2023. So, Japanese inflation is indeed seen 
to be transitory with inflation now at 2.6% with the core around half that rate. 
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For advanced economy G20 central banks elsewhere, the immediate challenge is to get 
inflation on a credible path back to the policy target. But what’s next? Getting inflation back 
to target will take a couple of years in most cases. The question then becomes: do we go 
back to the pre-COVID world driven by demographic trends pushing savings higher combined 
with sluggish investment pushing rates lower? Or do shorter supply chains (resiliency over 
efficiency) combine with a green investment boom push rates toward more normal levels? It’s 
not too early to start thinking about how much the post-COVID interest rate and inflation 
world has changed from the pre-COVID world.   
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